Rituals Wei Qi
Nature on the skin
Man, Nature and Wei Qi Rituals
Once upon a time Man lived in a mutually beneficial relationship with Nature, in perfect
harmony with the sky, the earth and the energy cycles of the entire cosmos. He knew its
infinite wisdom and respected its rules. Nature, his great ally, has always made all its
generous resources available, ensuring the survival of all living species.
Roots, leaves, bark or flowers, the raw materials at the basis of ancient rituals, are the same
used today by SALIN de BIOSEL in its 4 original Wei Qi Rituals for rebalanced physical
wellbeing and serenity of spirit.
The scents of Nature speak to us
What are you? Root, leaf, bark or flower? You will find out with an olfactory test performed
with magical aromatic plant notes. Everything that comes into contact with our sense of
smell is a virtual biochemical mediator for the brain and has the ability to reawaken our
most intimate emotions, revealing precise information about our psycho-physical state at
that moment. So let yourself be guided by your sense of smell and find out which Wei Qi
Ritual is the right one for you.
Flowers to dream, to create
Leaves to open up to others and communicate with them
Bark to protect yourself, to increase perception
Roots to reinforce your identity, to ground yourself
Your space in nature
Wei Qi Rituals and the intimate contact established between you and Nature will help you
find your space, your boundaries, your true essence. Pure plant powder and milk will blend
with your skin as a fluid, light massage reawakens your senses and eliminates tension.
A soft, pure plant fibre sheet will envelope your body as if in a cradle in which to let yourself
go, surrounded by the fragrances of Nature chosen by your sense of smell. Accompanied by
magical melodies, body and soul regain true serenity.
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Nourish the spirit
Wei Qi Rituals take advantage of the close correlation between the sense of smell and the
brain to reawaken sentiments and emotions.
Room fragrances (Souffles) and natural candles (Lumières) can reprogram the aromatic
codes of your living space.
Their aromatic richness brings a specific positive message to your spirit.
A breeze scented with Nature.

Wonderful Wei Qi energy
The skin is the first of our organs, the most extensive, the most sensitive, and it is constantly
traversed by a wonderful energy called Wei Qi.
By day, on the periphery of our body, it defends us. During the night, it returns inside to
nourish the organs and viscera and aid recuperation of our energy and functions. This
fantastic energy carries the quintessence of the plant extracts chosen for your Ritual into
your innermost being
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